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What Did Our Students Learn,  
and How Do we Know What They Didn’t Learn? 

 

by Fred Cohen 
 

In a perfect world (and in normal times), supervisors might begin the 
new school year with a review of the previous school year’s test data. 
Gap Reports would show areas where districts, schools, and teachers 
underperformed county benchmarks, and wrong answer (WASA) reports 
could help detail students’ errant thinking when they answered incorrect-
ly. Schools could thus plan the new school year with insights based on 
past performance. 
 

Thus, in the past, the Instructional Data Warehouse (IDW) helped dis-
tricts use a variety of test data to improve future instruction. But without 
grade 3-8 and Regents exams, what current data are left to offer feed-
back?  Fortunately, Advanced Placement exams were given in 2020, as 
were third party exams such as the NWEA, STAR, and IReady assess-
ments.  
 

The 2020 AP data for each district, including a summary of most 
county high schools’ success rates, will be available in the fall, and the 
IDW will be enhancing its current report structure for third party 
assessments. The third party assessments given last year offer baseline 
performance allowing this year’s third party assessments to highlight 
areas of growth or decline and thereby identify learning deficits. 
 

New Diagnostic Assessments for This Special Year 
Third party assessments yield insights about specific curriculum areas, 
but they do not give access to actual questions.  Therefore, some 
schools districts from around our state and Nassau BOCES proposed 
creating a diagnostic test that would sample each grade level curriculum 
and provide county benchmarks for each question. 
 

Since the purpose of these assessments would be purely diagnostic and 
not the granting of credit, it was agreed to use recent test questions from 
the grade 3-8 assessments and Regents exams. For a variety of reasons, 
this newsletter only discusses diagnostic assessments for the math cur-
ricula where new learning is firmly based on previously acquired skills. 
 

How will this work operationally? 
In the fall, participating districts will be able to administer a “no-stakes” 
diagnostic assessments available on Google Forms. For example, the 
diagnostic for this year’s 4th grade students has ten multiple choice 
questions spanning the priority standards for the 3rd grade curricu-
lum. The 5th grade diagnostic covers the priority standards for the 
fourth grade curriculum, and so on.* Google Forms assessments for each 
grade level will be made available to all participating districts. 
*Note: Because there is no 2nd grade assessment, there is no diagnostic for this year’s 
current 3rd grade students, nor for grades K-2. 
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The Algebra 1 diagnostic has 17 questions spanning the priority standards for the Algebra I 
curriculum. The goal is to use each diagnostic assessment to more precisely identify the skill 
deficits students exhibit. By using actual test questions, we hope to better map skill deficits to 
the math curriculum. In this way, Geometry teachers might use the Algebra 1 diagnostic, Al-
gebra 2 teachers the Geometry diagnostic and even Pre-calc teachers use the Algebra 2 diag-
nostic.  Of course, districts may use just the assessments they deem most useful. 

 
How will the diagnostic assessments inform this year’s instruction? 
Like any formative assessment, each diagnostic will show student readiness for current in-
struction.  But because the IDW has stored data for each school and district, we will be able to 
show past performance on these same questions when each district’s students originally sat for 
these questions.  In addition, the IDW will provide a county benchmark for each question 
when originally given. Even in districts where the opt-out rate was high, the county bench-
mark will consist of a broad sample of students representing more than half of Nassau County.  
(The only exception would be the 8th grade assessment which was originally taken only by 
non-accelerated 8th grade math students and therefore might not be a representative sampling 
of your district’s students.) 
 

 
What information will be included in a grade level report? 
Let’s assume the district wants to assess how prepared 4th grade students are to begin the 4th 
grade math curriculum.  What skills were acquired, and what deficits might be present based 
on remote 3rd grade instruction which began in March? After the diagnostic is given, each dis-
trict will be able to compare students’ percent correct on each diagnostic question to how stu-
dents in that district performed when the question was originally given as part of the 3rd grade 
assessment. The original percent correct for the county benchmark will also be given. 

 
The vehicle for delivering this information will be a Google Forms link to each diagnostic as-
sessment. The link can then be sent to students so they might take the assessment when as-
signed. Each district will then receive the data in Google Forms including individual student 
scores and the overall percent correct for each question. These results can then be compared to 
a new IDW report that shows how the district’s original results compared to county bench-
marks. The diagnostic test questions, of course, originally came from different test years and 
were numbered differently, but for this new special IDW report, the questions will be format-
ted and numbered to match the Google Forms diagnostic format. 

 
We fully recognize that “summer learning loss” typically might indicate a fall-off from the 
previous years’ testing, but the diagnostic will still reveal relative strengths and weaknesses 
and where the fall-off was greatest.  The diagnostic will also highlight those needing AIS and 
the specific areas of the curriculum which must be re-addressed in the current year. 

 
Who created these tests? 
Nassau BOCES made attempts to coordinate an effort at creating county-wide diagnostic as-
sessments in June, but  too many other district issues, such as graduation and end-of-year de-
tails, took precedence. Fortunately, members of the NYS Staff/Curriculum Development Net-
work were able to produce these assessments, and Nancy Lin, Nassau BOCES Math and 
Science Curriculum Specialist collaborated with our IDW team to make these assess-
ments available to all Nassau County districts. Thus, we are now able to provide the critical 
comparison data needed for these diagnostic assessments. Nancy will be coordinating with 
participating districts to provide the links and needed support in the administration of these 
assessments.  
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How can my district participate? 
Our intent is to include these diagnostics as part of your district’s IDW subscription. But we need to 
know how many districts wish to participate in order to determine the level of BOCES support need-
ed. Therefore, please respond for your district by August 30th using the link below.  Nancy Lin 
will coordinate Nassau BOCES’ efforts. 
 
Please indicate your interest by following this link: https://forms.gle/MHPL5B7cs7SX9Yg17  
 
As always, IDW personnel are available to provide telephone assistance and in-district training for 
any district seeking to learn more about this newsletter or about other best practices for the IDW. 
Call Fred Cohen at 608-6640, Meador Pratt at 608-6612, Stephanie Witt at 608-6623, orTammy 
Mazza at 608-6633, to schedule a training session or to discuss any Instructional Data Warehouse 
questions. 

https://forms.gle/MHPL5B7cs7SX9Yg17

